One Sheet Wonder Project
Scrap It TV, season 5

Instructions

This is the perfect way to stretch your supplies further.

Materials
* 1 x Pattern paper 12x12, single or double sided (I used Grant Archival paper pack)
* 2 x Cardstock 12x12 to coordinate (I used Kraft and White)
* 4 sheets white Cardstock A4
* 1 x A4 Xpress It cardstock
* Ink for greeting & inking edges (I used Stampin’ Up Chocolate Chip)
* Memento Ink ‘Tuxedo Black’ (safe to use with Copic markers)
* Stamps - Darkroom Door ‘Wings’
* Copic Markers - B93, B95, B97 & B99 (blues), E50, E51, E55 (browns)
* Acrylic stamp block
* Double sided tape
* Trimmer
* Fine or small scissors

Making the Cards
* Cut the 4 sheets of A4 cardstock in half. Score and fold them in half to create your 8 card bases.
* Lay the 8 card bases on the table above your cutting mat. You can use sticky notes to number the cards from 1 to 8 if you want to.
* Trim the pattern paper down to A4 width. Do NOT cut off any at the bottom. If you are using single sided pattern paper, you can mark the cutting lines on the back. Alternatively you can use the measurements on your trimmer to cut the pieces. Cut the top section of the template first, and as you cut each piece, place it inside the card base in front of you (so you don’t get them mixed up!). Then trim down the pieces on the lower part of the pattern paper template.
* Use the cardstock template to trim down the cardstock (this is what I used for the Kraft card). As you cut each piece, place it inside the appropriately numbered card base.
* On the Xpress It cardstock, using the Memento Ink, stamp 2 x large butterflies, 4 x medium butterflies and 2 x small butterflies.
* Using your copic markers colour the 2 large butterflies, 2 medium butterflies and 1 small butterfly with the blue copic markers. Colour 2 medium butterflies and 1 small butterfly with the earth tone copic markers.
* Place some double sided tape on the back of the coloured butterfly stamps, this is easier than trying to add it later in smaller areas.
* Use your small scissors to cut out the butterflies (do not cut the antennae). Place the butterflies inside the card blanks (use the photo of finished cards as a guide).
* On some leftover or scrap white cardstock stamp 2 each of the greeting stamps with the chocolate chip ink.
* Use the trimmer to cut the greetings into rectangles. Ink the edges with the chocolate chip ink. When the ink is dry, place the greetings inside the card blanks (use the photo of finished cards as a guide).
* Using the card sketches, it is time to start assembling your cards.
* Apply double sided tape to the cardstock, pattern paper and greetings, and use the card sketch as a guide to stick everything down. Remember, these are only a guide, so if you want to add more, or change it around, go for it!

Making the Layout
* You can use the leftover pattern paper and cardstock pieces to assemble a layout similar to mine. I have used a 6”x8” photo (printed with a white border). On my layout I also used twisted paper, lace, silk & paper flowers, a clock button, brads, gems, more stamped butterflies (some on white, some on kraft all coloured with copics), title is cut using the Cricuit, alphabet stamps, paper doilie, chipboard photo corner and a stamped greeting.
* If you don’t want to make a layout, then you can cut more card bases from A4 cardstock and make some more cards instead.
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